To

The Director,
University Computer Center,
M.D. University, Rohtak

Sub: Request to upload the copy of advertisements for wide publicity of the public concerned.

Sir,

There are standing orders of the Registrar and the Vice-Chancellor that the advertisements published by the colleges/institutes affiliated to this University are to be uploaded on the website of the University for wide publicity of the public concerned. The Technological Institute of Textile Sciences, Bhiwani has published the advertisements for making appointment of Teaching Staff in Dainik Tribune (Hindi) and the Times of India (English) dated 01.07.2020 and intimated to the University vide letter No.Misc./26/20/103 dated 01.07.2020.

Therefore, a copy of the same is being sent to you with the request to upload the advertisements on the website of the University for wide publicity of the public concerned today itself.

Yours faithfully,

DA/as above

Asstt. Registrar (Colleges)
For D.C.D.C.
THE TECHNOCAL INSTITUTE OF TEXTILE & SCIENCES
3 G D Birla Initiative, Estd.1943
Birla Colony, Bhiwani, Haryana-121021.

REQUIRES

Director/Principal (1)
Professor : Textile Technology (1), Textile Chemistry (1), Fashion & Apparel Engineering (1), Computer Engineering (1), Mechanical Engineering (1), Electronics & Communication (1)
Associate Professor : Textile Technology (2), Textile Chemistry (1), Fashion & Apparel Engineering (1), Computer Engineering (2), Mechanical Engineering (1), Electronics & Communication (1)
Assistant Professor : Textile Technology (4), Textile Chemistry (4), Computer Engineering (2), Mechanical Engineering (6), MBA (1), Mathematics (1), Chemistry (1)
Librarian : (1)

Qualifications, experience and pay scales as per State/MDU/UGC norms.

Apply within 21 days to the Chairman at email id recruitment@titbhiwani.ac.in or at the address mentioned above along with copy of all testimonials. A copy of the application must be sent to DC/DCE, Mahawati University, Rohtak-124001, Haryana. A number of posts can be increased or decreased at the time of interview as per actual requirements.

www.titbhiwani.ac.in

CHAIRMAN
REQUIRES

Director/Principal (1)

Professor - Textile Technology (1), Textile Chemistry (1), Fashion & Apparel Engineering (1), Computer Engineering (1), Mechanical Engineering (1), Electronics & Communication (1)

Associate Professor - Textile Technology (2), Textile Chemistry (1), Fashion & Apparel Engineering (1), Computer Engineering (2), Mechanical Engineering (1), Electronics & Communication (1)

Assistant Professor - Textile Technology (4), Textile Chemistry (4), Computer Engineering (2), Mechanical Engineering (6), MBA (1), Mathematics (1), Chemistry (1)

Librarian (1)

Qualifications, experience and pay scales as per State/MDU/UGC norms.

Apply within 21 days to the Chairman at email id recruitment@titsbhuni.ac.in or at the address mentioned above along with copy of all testimonials. A copy of the application must be sent to DGDC, Maharshi Dayanand University, Rohtak-124001, Haryana.

Number of posts can be increased or decreased at the time of interview as per actual requirements.

www.titsbhuni.ac.in

CHAIRMAN